Libero Canto
the path to free singing

Imagine, imagine, imagine…
Nothing else.
— Edvin Szamosi

When the heart sings,
you cannot lie.
www.liberocanto.org

— Pier Francesco Tosi, 1723
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Libero Canto takes to heart certain fundamental principles
and follows them consistently in practice. Some of these
principles are:

IBERO CANTO is a process oriented, holistic vocal
pedagogy. It is called, “the path to free singing” (la via al libero
canto), because the goal of this work is to liberate people who
wish to sing from physical, emotional, or mental constraints, so
that they can make music through singing with ease, grace, vitality,
and joy. The Libero Canto approach was first developed by Lajos
Szamosi in Budapest before the Second World War in the context
of the Western European classical repertoire, with the Italian
singing tradition as its ideal.
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Libero Canto is a path, a process, and an attitude toward singing
and music making. It is not defined by any one method or
methods. It is a humanistic, holistic approach that values authentic
expression and the individuality of every person’s learning, and
gives great importance to musical imagination and the innate
wisdom of the body.

•

Breathing and giving voice are inborn capacities that
are involuntary at the deepest level. They can be allowed
and encouraged but not commanded to function.

•

The organs of voice and breathing can function
optimally when they are free of excess tension, effort,
and manipulation.

•

Skill, or technique, must be allowed to develop through
making music. Musical imagination and the ability to
listen deeply are essential guides in this process.

•

We teach “gentle phonation”, which means that the
sound begins when the vocal cords are in the open phase
of their vibration. They are never brought together with
force. The principle of gentle phonation is rooted in the
Italian singing tradition.

•

We make a distinction between “singing” and “voice”.
“Singing” is an action, the expression of musical thought
and feeling through the instrument of our vocal and
breathing organs. “Voice” arises when we sing, but it does
not exist as an entity. Like all sound, voice is vibrating air.

Lessons and Workshops

Contact

We teach professional and avocational singers of all levels and
in all musical genres. The Libero Canto approach is also
beneficial for actors, teachers, public speakers, music therapy
practitioners, and others who use their voice professionally.
Lessons and rehearsals are conducted in a spirit of curiosity,
play, and experimentation. We use exercises to loosen muscles
and to develop agility, but we work primarily with the musical
repertoire itself. If teachers use images, they tend to be nondirective, leaving room for the student’s subjective experience
and for serendipitous events. We see learning as an unfolding
of innate potential, which can best happen in an atmosphere
of acceptance.

Please contact us at info@liberocanto.org if you would like
to schedule a lesson. An initial introductory lesson is always
free of charge. We also offer free introductory workshops and
demonstration classes. Students are regularly invited to participate
in student recitals and house concerts.

Gentle phonation is the foundation of
bel canto… What most people do not
understand is that this is the “secret”…
Szamosi…found a way to teach gentle
phonation, through the letting go of all
superfluous tension and effort.
—Edvin Szamosi, “On bel canto”

Technique arises through practicing
music. I want to do something, express
something, and gradually I discover how
to do it. It isn’t, “I do this, and that, and
the other thing, and then I have a fixed
technique that I can apply to everything.”
Of course, there are some exercises for
loosening, warming up, or developing
agility, in order to prepare the body, but
that is not technique… Artistic technique
is not something concrete that is ready
and finished once and for all time.
I cannot hold it like an object.
—Hedda Szamosi

Deborah Carmichael is the
artistic director of the Libero
Canto School of Singing
and the holder of the Libero
Canto Szamosi® trademark.
She studied singing with her
teacher and mentor Edvin
Szamosi. Deborah received a
B.A. in Comparative Religion
from Princeton University
and a diploma in piano
from the Mannes College of
Music Extension Division.
In 1990, sponsored by the Orchestra of St. Luke’s, Deborah
organized Edvin Szamosi’s first teaching course in New York
City. Mr. Szamosi’s annual courses for singers and singing teachers
continued until 2007. In 2001, Deborah was the executive
producer of the feature documentary film Libero Canto, Voice is
Breath by award-winning director Andrea Simon. Deborah was
the founder of the Il Cuore Canta workshops and Young Artist
Program, which took place from 2012 to 2015 in Upstate New
York under the sponsorship of the New York Foundation for
the Arts. Deborah has been teaching singing since 1994 in New
York City and in Vienna. Since 2013, as La Compagnia Amarilli,
Deborah Carmichael and Kinga Cserjési have given concerts
in New York City,Vienna, Budapest, Pisa, and Florence, notably
their storytelling concert, Non v’è rosa senza spine, directed
by Beate Mathois, and the Stabat Mater by Giovanni Battista
Pergolesi, which they performed in May 2019 with Orchestra
Sinfonica Florentia, conducted by Valentino Zangara, at Basilica
Santa Maria Novella in Florence.

Kinga Cserjési is the
associate artistic director of
the Libero Canto School of
Singing and has been teaching
singing in Budapest and
New York City since 1999.
Kinga has a master’s degree
in choir conducting and in
the Kodaly Method from
the Liszt Ferenc Academy
of Music in Budapest, and
a postgraduate degree in
Early Vocal Music from the
Brabants Conservatory in the Netherlands. Kinga studied singing
with Heent Prins and Edvin Szamosi. From 2013-2015, she
joined Deborah Carmichael as a teacher at the Il Cuore Canta
workshops in Upstate New York. Kinga has sung internationally
both as a soloist and as a member of various choruses and
vocal ensembles, including Gächinger Kantorei with conductor
Helmuth Rilling; Ensemble Organum with Marcel Pérès;
Ensemble Kantika with Kristin Hoefener; Pacific Music Festival
with Nicholas McGegan; L.E.O. (Last Enjoyable Opera Theater)
with director Stefan Fleischhacker. Kinga has been a member
of the Constellation Chor (artistic director Marisa Michelson)
which premiered Ashley Fure’s work at Lincoln Center in 2018.
She sang with The River Voices (founder Nikolett Pankovits) at
Carnegie Hall in 2019. Kinga is one of the founding members of
the Hungarian vocal ensemble, Bartok’s Roses and the ensemble
Les Vagabondes. In 2013, together with Deborah Carmichael, she
founded the duo, La Compagnia Amarilli.

